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We look forward to welcoming you to Brussels for the May 2018 CEO Forum and Board meeting. 

Brussels is the capital of Belgium. It is also known as the capital of Europe because the institutions of 
the European Union are located here. In addition, Brussels is the home of other organisations, such as 
NATO.  

Here’s important information that we hope will ease your stay in Brussels.  

 

Key contacts 
 

- Catherine Lalonde: EU Director, clalonde@childfundalliance.org , +32 486 45 25 18 
- Omar Garcia: EU Partnership and Grants Officer, ogarcia@childfundalliance.org, +32 487 39 84 

22 

Lodging/Accommodation 
 
Delegates will be accommodated at the Renaissance Brussels Hotel on Rue du Parnasse 19, 1050 
Brussels.  
 
Please note the following check-in and check-out times:  

- check-in time: 15:00 
- check-out time: 12:00 

 
The Renaissance Hotel is located close to the European Parliament in what is known as the European 
Quarter. The hotel is fully equipped with amenities such as a business center, restaurant & bar, spa 
and a fitness center with an indoor pool, a sauna and classes (more details on the Renaissance Hotel 
website).  
 
The Renaissance Hotel is on rue du Parnasse, one block from Luxembourg Square (Place du 
Luxembourg) (see map on next page). On the Square, there are restaurants, bars, ATMs, drugstores 
and a supermarket. There is also a train station (Gare du Luxembourg) and other means of 
transportation, such as a taxi rank and bus stops. Public transportation from and to Brussels Airport is 
available there.  
   

mailto:clalonde@childfundalliance.org
mailto:ogarcia@childfundalliance.org
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/BRUBR-renaissance-brussels-hotel
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/BRUBR-renaissance-brussels-hotel
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If you have any questions regarding your accommodation and/or practicalities, please email Omar 
García at the EU Office ogarcia@childfundalliance.org.  
 

How to get to the hotel from the airport 
 
Brussels Airport 
 
Known as Brussels National or simply Zaventem (the town where the airport is), Brussels airport is a 
major hub in Europe with facilities that will make arrivals and departures easy.  
 
There are primarily 3 safe and easy options to get to the Renaissance Hotel from the airport: 
 

Taxi 
Taxis with a taximeter are always available in front of the arrivals hall. The fare from the airport to 
the city center of Brussels is normally around € 45. Licensed taxis can be recognized by their blue 
and yellow emblems. Travelers are advised to avoid unlicensed taxis. 

 

Train 
The name of the Belgian Railway Company is SNCB 
 
The airport train station is located below the terminal (basement level 1). There are trains every 
15 minutes from the airport to Brussels Gare du Luxembourg, which is located next to the hotel. A 
trip takes approximately 15 to 20 min. Tickets can be bought easily at the kiosks next to the 
platforms.    
 
Bus 
The company operating this service in Brussels is called MIVB/STIB. The airport bus station is 
located on level 0 – one floor down from the arrivals hall – and can be easily reached by using the 
escalators or elevators. 

Trains to / from airport 

mailto:ogarcia@childfundalliance.org
https://www.brusselsairport.be/en
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The Airport Bus Line is a 30-minute express service between Brussels Airport and the European 
Quarter. The bus stops are located on Place du Luxembourg, next to the hotel.   
 
From Monday to Friday, the Airport Line (line 12) is operated as an express service and only serves 
major stops. 
 
On weekdays after 20:00, and the whole day on Saturday, Sunday and holidays, the Airport Line 
changes to line 21 serving all stops (non-express service). 
 
Tickets can be bought next to the bus stop at the kiosk. Coins and electronic payments are 
accepted. No banknotes are accepted. Tickets must be bought before getting on the bus. 
 

 
 If you require special assistance to get to the hotel from the Brussels airport, please contact Omar 

García at ogarcia@childfundalliance.org  
 

Transportation in Brussels 
 

Most public transport in Brussels is managed by the company called STIB. 

http://www.stib-mivb.be/index.htm?l=en  

The network includes metro lines, which connect the eastern and western districts of the city. Pre-
metro lines (trams in the tunnels) complete the metro service. A great many metro lines also have 
above ground bus and tram connections. 

Fares (applicable to Metro, Bus & Tramway):  
A single ticket JUMP: 2,10€ (purchased outside vehicle) / 2,50 € (purchased inside vehicle).  Please note 
that is highly advisable to purchase tickets before boarding as operators only take coins or 5 euro 
banknotes. Please note that travellers are required to validate their tickets when they first get one the 
transportation, and every time they change the means of transportation (e.g., from bus to metro or 
from tram to metro).  

• card for 5 journeys JUMP : 8,00€ (+ MOBIB basic = 5€) 
• card for 10 journeys JUMP: 14,00 € (+ MOBIB basic = 5€) 
• 1-day card JUMP : 7,50€. This option offers unlimited journeys in one day 
• airport line - bus 12/21 - one way ticket: 4,50 € (1 journey purchased outside vehicle) / 6,00 € 

(1 journey purchased inside vehicle) 

Train Station: Gare du Midi 
Delegates arriving in Brussels at the Gare du Midi have two options to get to the hotel. 

1. Taxi: The fare for a journey from the train station to the hotel should be 15 euro maximum. 
Please note that the price per km is 1,66 €. During the day the fixed rate is 2,40 € and it changes 
at night to 4,40 €. The driver must start the meter at the start of the journey. You'll be given a 
printed receipt at the end of the journey. 

2. Metro: Use the metro lines 2 or 6 direction Elisabeth to Trône/Troon metro station. Get off 
the metro and follow the signs to Rue du Luxembourg. Walk down the street towards the 

http://www.mivb.be/airport-line.html?l=en
mailto:ogarcia@childfundalliance.org
http://www.stib-mivb.be/index.htm?l=en
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European Parliament. The rue du Luxembourg ends up at the Place du Luxembourg. To find 
the hotel please refer to the map on page 3. This is a 5-minute walk from the metro station 
to the hotel.  

Train Station: Gare Central 
Delegates arriving in Brussels at the Gare Central have two options to get to the hotel.  

1. Taxi: The fare for a journey from the train station to the hotel should be 15 euro maximum. 
Please note that the price per km is 1,66 €. During the day the fixed rate is 2,40 € and it changes 
at night to 4,40 €. The driver must start the meter at the start of the journey. You'll be given a 
printed receipt at the end of the journey. 

2. Bus: Use the bus lines 38 or 71 (direction Heros or Delta, respectively). These lines stop at the 
Place du Luxembourg. To find the hotel please refer to the map on page 3.  

Security 
Brussels is a fairly safe city. Due to the terrorist attacks in the Brussels Metro and at the airport in 
March 2016, you may notice military deployed on the streets guarding main buildings and tourists 
landmarks. You may also see military dispatched in different areas of the city.  

The most common incident tourists face is pickpockets. Here a list of phone numbers in case of 
emergency 

Logo Number Service 

 
 
 
112 

European emergency call 
The European emergency telephone number is 112, which you can use 
in the member states of the European Union in case you need urgent 
help from a fire brigade, a medical team or the police. 
Website:  www.112.be  

 

 
 
100 

Fire brigades and ambulance service of fire brigades. 
Emergency medical aid 24 hours a day. 
Web site:  www.siamu.irisnet.be  

 

 
101 

Federal police 
To call in case of extreme urgency. 
Website:  www.polfed.be  

 

Catherine Lalonde EU Director +32 486 452 518 

Omar Garcia EU Partnership and Grant Officer +32 487 398 422  

Pharmacies 
The closest pharmacy to you hotel is located on Rue du Luxembourg just next to the Square. The 
pharmacy is located in front of the restaurant Mer du Nord. 

Phone number: 02511 0434  

Electricity in Belgium 
In Belgium the power sockets are of type E. The standard voltage is 230 V and the standard frequency 

is 50 Hz. 

http://www.112.be/
http://www.siamu.irisnet.be/
http://www.polfed.be/
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Power sockets 
In Belgium the power sockets are of type E. Check out the following pictures. 

Type E: this type is of French origin. This socket also works with plug C and with plug F if it has an 
additional pinhole. 

 

Delegates are highly advised to check before leaving for Belgium the compatibility for any electronic 
device and bring the necessary adapters.  

Currency 
Belgium is one of the 15 countries that use the Euro as its national currency. You can exchange your 
foreign currency for Euros at airport and at the usual outlets.  

ATMs 
ATMs in Brussels are generally easy to find. Yet, delegates are advised to use those in safe areas like 
the one located close to your hotel on Place du Luxembourg. There are ATMs in the city that may be 
less secure like those in crowded placed and in open areas where pickpockets may pose a threat. Even 
though major shops take electronic payment, it is advised to carry some cash for practicalities.  

Weather 
In May, the weather is generally warm(ish) during the day, but cooler in the evenings. The temperature 
ranges between 18° and 6° Celsius (64°/43° Fahrenheit). You recommend you bring a waterproof jacket 
and an umbrella! 
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